Seymour duncan wiring diagram

Currently working on a new DIY guitar project? Or are you a little stumped and cautious when it
comes to wiring a guitar and operating a soldering iron? A lot of guitarists baulk at the idea of
wiring their own guitar mainly due to fear of damaging the guitar or making a mess of the
components inside. Fear not. Practice makes perfect. Our aim is to make it as easy as possibe
for you and to give you the confidence to dive in. Here you'll find a selection of guitar wiring
diagrams covering some of the most popular wiring setups in electric guitars ranging from the
classic to the more exotic, from the stock factory wiring to popular wiring mods for the Les
Paul, Stratocaster and Telecaster amongst others. They are incredibly easy to read and were
designed with beginners in mind. They are all in colour and provide a list of what components
you need as well as what goes where! The components used are available for purchase in our
guitar electronics section. There are also a few walk through video installation guides for our
most popular kits and products including some common guitar wiring mods to help you make
the most of your guitar. If you play bass, we have bass guitar wiring diagrams too. Stratocaster
with Blender Pot. Stratocaster with 1 Master Volume and Master Tone. Wiring in Series with
push pull pot. Telecaster 3 Way Switch Wiring. Telecaster 4 Way Switch Wiring. Coil Split Les
Paul modern wiring. Coil Split Les Paul tone push pull pots. Coil Split Les Paul 50s wiring. Les
Paul Junior Coil Split. Les Paul Series Parallel Wiring. Les Paul Special II wiring. Jazz Bass read
our step by step guide on wiring a Jazz Bass. Gibson Wiring Diagrams. DiMarzio Wiring
Diagrams. Schaller Pickups Wiring Diagrams. Bare Knuckle Pickups Wiring Diagrams. Seymour
Duncan Wiring Diagrams. Gretsch Wiring Diagrams. Ibanez Wiring Diagrams. Can't find the
exact guitar wiring diagram you need in our online archive? We also offer custom drawn guitar
or bass wiring diagrams designed to your specifications. Our wiring techs can design a custom
wiring diagram for any brand and type of pickups with your choice of custom controls and
options. Custom Diagram Order Form Page. Basic guitar wiring diagram with 2 humbuckers,
3-way lever switch, one volume and one tone control. Ready to start? Unauthorized use
prohibited Don't forget Guitar wiring diagram with 2 humbuckers, 3-way lever switch, one
volume and tone control and two mini switches. Bridge pickup mini toggle switch selects
between Guitar wiring diagram with 2 humbuckers, 3-way lever switch, one volume and tone
control and three mini switches. Guitar wiring diagram with 2 humbuckers, 3-way lever switch,
one volume and tone control plus 4 mini switches. Basic guitar wiring diagram with 2
humbuckers, 3-way toggle switch, one volume and one tone control. Note: With the phase
switch Created with Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Shop By Brand
GuitarElectronics. Shop by Brand GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Quick view. Compare
Selected. Parts Kits. PMT Controls. Wiring Supplies. Custom Designed Wiring Diagrams. When
the alter switch is in neck position, two hum tap mode is on. When the alter switch is in bridge
position, two hum tap mode is off. Two hum tap mode means the neck and middle pickups are
wired in series and functioning as a humbucker. When two hum tap mode is off and the pickup
selector switch is in neck position, neck pickup is selected. When the switch is in between neck
and center position, neck and center pickups are selected. When the switch is in center
position, center position is selected. When the switch is in between center and bridge position,
center pickup and neck side of the bridge pickup are selected. When the switch is in bridge
position, the bridge pickup is selected. When two hum tap mode is on and the pickup selector
switch is in neck position, the neck and center pickups are selected and they are in series.
When the switch is in between neck and center position the neck pickup and bridge side of the
bridge pickup are selected. When the switch is in center position, neck, center, and bridge
pickups are selected; the neck and center pickups are in series mode. When the switch is in
between center and bridge position, the neck side of the bridge pickup is selected. With the
guitar held in the playing position, there is one knob and one switch along the lower edge of the
body. Closest to the knee cutout is the five-way pickup selector switch. Closest to the end of the
body is the tone knob. The volume knob is located right above the five-way pickup selector
switch. Between the volume and tone knobs is the alter switch. The S-TECH special roasted
treatment increases the wood's stability, durability, water resistance and tolerance of
temperature changes. The neck is sealed with an oil finish which helps make it feel similar to a
well-played guitar neck. Its H. The S-TECH special roasted treatment provides a superior attack,
a well-balanced tone and a rich sustain. In order to achieve supreme neck grip comfort, the
fretboard edge is finished with a smooth curve. Offering the best of both worlds, the digitized
compound radius fretboard is built to enhance both smooth chording and lead work in the
upper register. The neck pickup is a mix of Alnico 5 and Alnico 4 magnets that combine for
vintage tone with a lot of body and presence, while the middle pickup is a special mix of Alnico
5 and Alnico 2 magnets to help create more tonal options, as well as very unique look. For the
type of player that Lari strives to be, having a versatile tone is essential, and these pickups
always deliver. The TB tremolo bridge provides quick response and improved articulation. The

The tremolo block and saddles are made of brass, facilitating better overall resonance. The
dyna-MIX 9 offers nine sound variations and can switch between humbucker and single coil
modes with just a flick of the mini switch. One mode even simulates a humbucking sound from
the combination of two single coil pickups. The Luminlay side dot position marks make it easy
for players to see fretboard position marks when performing on dark stages. VL : Violet.
Compound Radius Fretboard mm to mm Offering the best of both worlds, the digitized
compound radius fretboard is built to enhance both smooth chording and lead work in the
upper register. Luminlay side dot inlays The Luminlay side dot position marks make it easy for
players to see fretboard position marks when performing on dark stages. Custom Guitar Wiring
Diagram Service. Get a custom drawn guitar or bass wiring diagram designed to your
specifications for any type of pickups, switching and controls and options. Just complete the
guitar wiring diagram order form with your custom specifications and our designers will do the
rest. To order a custom diagram, select the number of pickups on your instrument below and
complete the diagram order form. Original Factory Guitar Wiring Diagrams. Select the number of
pickups you have to view our free wiring diagrams as well as humbucker wire color codes,
guitar wiring mods, typical toggle switch and pickup selector terminal connections and cress
reference diagrams. Upgrade your original Strat Bass or Strat style guitar Upgrade your original
Telecaster or Upgrade your original Gibson or Gibson style guitar with the highest quality
electric parts Upgrade your original Gibson or Gibson style guitar with the highest quality
electric Upgrade your original Telecaster or Tele style guitar with Get the full potential from
pickups with a fuller, cleaner Switchcraft three position guitar toggle switch with nickel finish.
Short body switch for use on instruments with shallow control cavities. Heavy duty
construction with a firm, positive feel when selecting switch positions. For use on guitars and
basses with two pickups. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0.
Shop By Brand GuitarElectronics. Shop by Brand GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Choose
Options. Add to Cart. Switchcraft sku: SWT Quick view. Compare Selected. Parts Kits. PMT
Controls. Wiring Supplies. Pickup Switch Terminal Diagrams - Internal switch connections for
pickup selectors and mini switches. Photo courtesy of Luiz Cesar Pimentel. The development of
his playing style is inextricably linked to his famous DIY guitar, nicknamed Frankenstein, which
Eddie put together out of factory-second Charvel parts in the s. The result was one of the most
unique guitar designs ever, both electronically and cosmetically. The body Eddie bought had
HSS routing, and he was fascinated by the idea of using a bridge humbucker for a Gibson-like
tone. The Floyd Rose unit was added later. The pickup was installed at a slight angle to
compensate for the differing string spacings of the Fender tremolo and the Gibson humbucker.
The cosmetics. This guitar was repainted several times. Initially Eddie painted it black, applied
masking tape strips to the dry paintjob, and then painted it white. He also stuck a Gibson decal
on the headstock. For a while, he switched to a guitar nicknamed the Bumblebee for its flashy
black and yellow paintjob. He also added reflectors on the rear of the body and two hook-eyed
screws as substitute strap buttons. A strip of double-sided masking tape served as a pick
holder. Eddie also changed the neck pickup often and tried several different tremolo systems.
He originally made his own pickguard from a vinyl record, using the lower part of a standard
Strat pickguard as a template. The electronics. Eddie drilled all the standard Strat holes into his
DIY pickguard, but added only a single k audio volume pot topped by a standard white Strat
tone knob, leaving the other holes unpopulated. This is one of the simplest circuits ever: a
single humbucker connected to a volume control and an output jack! Diagram courtesy of
Seymour Duncan. The color scheme shown applies to Seymour Duncan pickups. Pickup wire
colors vary between brands. For a humbucker with two-conductor cables, the hot wire goes
where the black wire appears in the diagram, and the outer shield goes to ground indicated in
the diagram by the bare and green wires taped together. Eddie even mounted a standard 3-way
switch in the middle pickup rout, but it too was unconnected. This is a prime example of the
famous Dutch sense of humor. Possible mods. With such a simple circuit, mods are always
possible. Here are some suggestions for improved flexibility:. Experiment with both k and k
resistances and try various tone-cap values. This provides a single-coil tone from the
humbucker in split mode. Diagram courtesy of guitarwiring. It has a fixed tone control, plus a
kill switch for stunning stuttering effects and to shut down the guitar when not playing. That
way, you can get warmer distortion tones if needed. Choose your preferred cap value. Until
then, keep on modding! Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and has been a guitar addict since age 5.
When not working at his guitar workbench, he plays country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco.
Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass Amps Pedals Players. More videos from Premier
Guitar. Get our email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage Wrist. Rig
Rundown: God Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt Ballou. Rig
Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! The Big 5: Elizabeth Moen. On PremierGuitar.

Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar 's editorial
department has no involvement in its creation. We Ship Worldwide! Sort by. Is it a good idea
when a repair shop recommends that a customer try some do-it-yourself wiring? Erick
Coleman's customer rewired a Les Paul, but ran into trouble. Now Erick's re-rewiring Erick
Coleman has a year-old pickup that's nearly dead: It's making a little bit of sound, but not much.
Erick opens it up to find the trouble, and we get a good view of the guts of this vintage Fender
pickup before he rewinds it. In this week's newsletter, bad sound from a good acoustic guitar
pickup: the problem and the solution. Erick Coleman gets an urgent call on a Friday night: the
Heavy Metal band Skeletonwitch needs some custom pickup work in time to head to Ozzfest in
24 hours! It's surprisingly simple to swap out your amp's tubes for something different. Tech
Matt Clouston walks you through how to change tubes yourself. Erick Coleman shows tricks
you can do with those four colored wires coming from your humbucker pickups. The multimeter
tells Erick Coleman that this pickup is dead, but nobody told the pickup: it's still playing! This
mounting set is for installing mini humbucker pickups using our Deluxe Mini Humbucker
Mounting Rings. Cleaning the electronics gets it playing again. Erick Coleman's got a guitar
with one dead pickup and a volume control that spins around when you turn the knob. That's
trouble. And it's inside a semi-hollowbody guitar -- that's double trouble! After 55 years, the
original owner sells a Gibson Les Paul Junior because the pickup's dead. Erick Coleman tells
the story of bringing that pickup back to life. Dan Erlewine does some emergency surgery on an
undersaddle transducer in time for it to make it on stage with Emmylou Harris. Dan Erlewine's
fixing nasty-sounding control pots on a great-looking Supro lap steel from Explore the
possibilities of a 6-position toggle switch. Coil tap, 3-pickups, piezo activation He brings back
this great, simple tone tip from repairman Brian Delaney. An overview of guitar shielding with
the Self-Adhesive Shielding Kit, including a list of required tools. Erick Coleman clears up the
confusion about acoustic pickups: separating them into different types and helping you figure
out what's what. Don't ruin your pickup rings by skipping this step! Dan Erlewine nibbles, files,
scrapes and sands to create a curve that matches the top of his Les Paul. A Fender Telecaster
came into our shop recently that plays great, but whenever a player plugs it in there is some
popping and cracking noise and sometimes there is no signal at all. The retainer clip that the
cup and jack are mounted to has come loose. In this video, Blake demonstrates how to easily
install a new retainer clip in a telecaster using the StewMac Tele Jack Installation Tool. The
three basics to keep in mind if you want your work to be as good or better than the guitar's
original wiring. Ever wonder whether a different capacitor would affect your tone? It's between
you and your own ears, nobody else can tell you what you hear. Erick Coleman's got a simple
way to prove to yourself which cap is the choice for you. Erick answers a customer question
about reversing a humbucker's pickups, and finds that the hardest part is getting the cover off
the pickup! Erick Coleman has been rooting around in the parts drawers at Dan Erlewine's
shop, and he's found a s Gibson patent-sticker humbucker. It would be valuable if somebody
hadn't cut off the pickup lead. Erick shows how to fix that. Lindy Fralin, of Lindy Fralin Pickups,
shows how he sets pickup heights. Lindy shows it's not about measuring, it's about listening.
Recorded at last summer's Northwoods Seminar in Michigan. In our Money Talk series about
operating a repair business, Dan Erlewine tallies up the time and expenses of a profitable
pickup installation job. Erick Coleman responds to a tech call emergency: "This guitar sounds
bad, and I'm supposed to record with it tomorrow night! All wired up, but no sound! In this
Trade Secret video, Matt Brooker helps you troubleshoot. I took another swing at it I almost
struck out! These instructions show you the proper way to hook up your speakers using the
pre-wired harnesses. Dan Erlewine's upgrading an inexpensive guitar with replacement
pickups. The job's got to be done quickly at a low price, so he demonstrates some time-saving
tips. Erick Coleman shares some tips for modifying your guitar wiring: easy mods that give you
a new tonal range. Making new pickups look old: Brand new pickups looked too shiny in this
guitar that had seen a lot of gigs. So Dan Erlewine opened the old pickup and put its cover on
the new one. This meant cutting the solder joint and resoldering. Very sharp and very deep at
the same time. I am sold, they are excellent. Titan of the Tele: Bill Kirchen explains why he flips
his control plate backwards, and shows how he got the famous sounds he recorded on Hot Rod
Lincoln. Erick Coleman's used pickup sounds great, but a broken baseplate makes it useless
unless this bobbin transplant works. If you play a Telecaster, you've probably experienced a
loose input jack. This weeks issue offers two solutions. An introduction to guitar wiring,
including how different components work and how they work together. Erick Coleman installs P
soapbar pickups into the dogear pickup frames on an Epiphone Casino. It's an easy upgrade
that makes a big difference. Lots of low-cost guitars play great, even though the manufacturers
cut costs on hardware and electronics. Swapping out your control pots is an easy mod with big
results. Erick Coleman shows you how to avoid troubleâ€¦. Erick Coleman answers tech

questions from StewMac customers, and here he answers a popular one: How do I soup-up this
low-priced guitar? The simplest possible solution keeps a P pickup from from falling apart.
Custom pickup builder Lindy Fralin explains the reasoning behind and guidelines to wax potting
pickups. An explanation of the different control potentiometers pots and when they are typically
used. Our mobile site is new, Give Feedback X. Mobile Feedback. Please leave your feedback
below Your Name. Your Email Invalid. GetSearchUrl document. Trade Secrets! Issue April 12, "I
wired this guitar, but it didn't work. Can you fix it? Issue September 12, Telecaster pickup torn
down and rewound Erick Coleman has a year-old pickup that's nearly dead: It's making a little
bit of sound, but not much. Issue August 30, A curious fact: why the s Musicmaster Bass had
such a thin sound Erick Coleman opens up a Fender Musicmaster Bass and is surprised by
what he finds! Issue 7 December 07, Acoustic guitar pickups: installation problems to avoid In
this week's newsletter, bad sound from a good acoustic guitar pickup: the problem and the
solution. Issue November 11, An emergency pickup transplant for Skeletonwitch Erick Coleman
gets an urgent call on a Friday night: the Heavy Metal band Skeletonwitch needs some custom
pickup work in time to head to Ozzfest in 24 hours! Video Chasing Tone? Swapping Amp
Vacuum Tubes It's surprisingly simple to swap out your amp's tubes for something different.
Issue December 08, Coil-cuts: how to hop up your humbuckers Erick Coleman shows tricks you
can do with those four colored wires coming from your humbucker pickups. Issue 89 June 11,
Day of the Zombie: curing an undead Telecaster pickup The multimeter tells Erick Coleman that
this pickup is dead, but nobody told the pickup: it's still playing! Issue 94 August 20, Fishing a
volume control out of a semi-hollowbody for soldering. Issue October 11, Fixing and breaking!
Issue 57 March 20, Fixing an acoustic pickup fastâ€”it has to be onstage in an hour! Issue
October 13, Fixing dirty, scratchy control pots on a Supro lap steel Dan Erlewine's fixing
nasty-sounding control pots on a great-looking Supro lap steel from Video Free-Way Switch
Explore the possibilities of a 6-position toggle switch. Issue 73 October 30, How to choose the
right pickup for your acoustic guitar Erick Coleman clears up the confusion about acoustic
pickups: separating them into different types and helping you figure out what's what. Issue
June 06, How to fit a Les Paul pickup ring to the curved top Don't ruin your pickup rings by
skipping this step! Issue February 20, How to Fix a Noisy Jack in a Telecaster A Fender
Telecaster came into our shop recently that plays great, but whenever a player plugs it in there
is some popping and cracking noise and sometimes there is no signal at all. Issue March 14,
How to get a good clean solder joint! Issue May 09, How to let your ears find the best tone cap
for your guitar Ever wonder whether a different capacitor would affect your tone? Issue 69
September 04, How to open a humbucker and reverse the polarity Erick answers a customer
question about reversing a humbucker's pickups, and finds that the hardest part is getting the
cover off the pickup! Issue 77 December 25, How to rewind a Strat pickup Erick Coleman shows
how to rewind a vintage singlecoil in a Strat. Issue November 12, It's a crime to cut pickup leads
this short! Video L. Issue February 17, Moneytalk: Quickly installing an acoustic pickup In our
Money Talk series about operating a repair business, Dan Erlewine tallies up the time and
expenses of a profitable pickup installation job. Issue 87 May 14, New pickups and new sound,
with Golden Age Prewired Pickguards Erick Coleman responds to a tech call emergency: "This
guitar sounds bad, and I'm supposed to record with it tomorrow night! Issue June 02, No sound
from your guitar? Let's talk about short circuits Issue July 05, None of your beeswax? Potting
pickups with paraffin. Erick Coleman answers a frequently-asked question: how and why to
wax-pot a pickup. Issue 32 May 31, One dead string driving me crazy! Transducer trouble
Product Instructions I Pre-Wired Speaker Harness Instructions These instructions show you the
proper way to hook up your speakers using the pre-wired harnesses. Issue 58 April 03, Save
time and money with Dan's pickup wiring tips Dan Erlewine's upgrading an inexpensive guitar
with replacement pickups. Issue April 29, Simple guitar wiring: DIY mods to expand your
guitar's tone Erick Coleman shares some tips for modifying your guitar wiring: easy mods that
give you a new tonal range. Issue 52 January 10, Single-coil buzzkill: the why and how of
electric guitar shielding. Erick Coleman talks about the causes of buzzes and electrical noise,
and how to beat them. Issue November 06, Swapping pickup covers on a rare lefty Lucille
Making new pickups look old: Brand new pickups looked too shiny in this guitar that had seen a
lot of gigs. Issue 79 January 22, This eBay pickup's a bargain, if you do a bobbin transplant
Erick Coleman's used pickup sounds great, but a broken baseplate makes it useless unless th
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is bobbin transplant works. Issue 4 November 16, Two ways to fix a Telecaster's wobbly input
jack If you play a Telecaster, you've probably experienced a loose input jack. What is a

potentiometer and how does it work? How is a volume pot wired. What is a capacitor and how
does it work? Product Instructions I Understanding Guitar Wiring: Introduction An introduction
to guitar wiring, including how different components work and how they work together. Issue
June 07, Upgrading an inexpensive semi-hollowbody with P sound Erick Coleman installs P
soapbar pickups into the dogear pickup frames on an Epiphone Casino. Issue January 28,
Upgrading control pots: choosing the right pots and knobs Lots of low-cost guitars play great,
even though the manufacturers cut costs on hardware and electronics. Issue 18 February 22,
Upgrading the electronics in a "Less Paul" Erick Coleman answers tech questions from
StewMac customers, and here he answers a popular one: How do I soup-up this low-priced
guitar?

